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Lucky Little Beaver
How will 
I resource  

it?





We Need to Think Like the 
Beaver







We Have TEN Years To



Including How We Think 
About



“We knew we needed to save 
the planet and that we had all 
the technology to do it. But 
people were scared.” ~AOC

“They said it was too big, too 
fast, not practical.” ~AOC

They use “networks of lobby 
groups and think tanks to 
create doubt and denial about 
climate change.” ~AOC

How They Plan to Beat Us



Bring In the Economists!

The American Action Forum receives generous funding from the Peterson Foundation







HAVE

AFFORD





–U.S. Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA)

“"At $93 trillion, the Green New Deal would 
cost more than the entire recorded spending of the 

U.S. since the Constitution went into effect in 1789."

Meganumaphobia



Enter MMT

Handles the “pay-for” question with ease

Federal government doesn’t budget like a household

Congress authorizes the spending

The Federal Reserve clears all payments

What matters is the economy’s capacity to safely absorb 
any increase in spending 



We’ve Been Here Before



It’s About Our Real Constraints



Keynes Understood
War planning was about 
ensuring sufficient access 
to Britain’s real 
resources, not its 
financial resources

It was about transforming 
the economy for the war 
effort while taking care to 
guard against inflation

And to do it in a just way







How Would We Do That 
Today?

1.  Assess resource needs
2.  Assess resource & 

   technological capacity
3.  Build in offsets as needed



1.) Assess Resource Needs



2.) Assess Capacity



Use Up Existing Slack



Use Freed-Up Capacity

Medicare-for-All makes it easier 
to resource the GND

Huge savings frees up resources 
to shift into other uses

Estimated at 3.3% of GDP  
(Wray and Nersisyan, 2019)

Wall Street

Military Industrial Complex

Criminal Justice Reform



Use Newly-Created Capacity 

Employs ~15 million at $15+benefits

No offsets and negligible 
inflation

CARE jobs

Creates 4 million private sector 
jobs

Adds $560B GDP

Source of GND resources



3.) Build In Offsets As Needed



Do We Need To Raise Taxes?
MMT rejects PAYGO, except at full capacity

There is no economic reason to raise taxes to offset every 
new dollar of GND spending

Inflation risk should be evaluated ex ante

Offsets must be carefully chosen

Need policies to deal with ex post inflation, should it 
occur



New Research on Fiscal Space

Push capacity utilization 
closer to historic highs

We are ~10% below 

Allows real GDP growth to 
rise to 3.3-6%

Yields structural fiscal space 
~2.65% ($530B)



We Just “Found” $1.38 Trillion

That’s $530B that doesn’t 
require offsets

Add to that $200B freed up 
under Medicare-for-All

End fossil fuel subsidies 
estimated at ~$650B

That is $1.38 trillion available 
fiscal space



Do we have the resources and technological know-how 
to do what must be done?

The financing is the easy part

Congress can pass any legislation

Find the votes, not the money

Votes authorize spending

The Fed clears any payment authorized by Congress



Don’t Overthink It

Public 
Money

Private 
Money



Thank 
You!

@stephaniekelton



They’re Scared




